
Artist:Â Azadeh ElmizadehVenue:Â Franz Kaka, TorontoExhibition Title:Â Subtle BodiesDate: October 16 â€“ November 14, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after
the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Franz Kaka, TorontoPress Release:In the suite of nine paintings that comprise Azadeh Elmizadehâ€™s debut solo exhibition, Subtle Bodies, translucent veils of colour forego the rules
of perspective to suggest form through colourâ€™s own depth and vitality. Compositionally and processually in conversation with Persian miniature paintings, Elmizadehâ€™s durational process of layering and sanding
into pigment discloses the history of the painting itself, thus rendering the frame both a site of spatial and aesthetic experimentation and historical excavation. Through such a frame, the paintings are a palimpsest in which
a private, ancient scene exists within and through a painterly evocation of the tactility of bright fabrics, blown glass, and ceramics.Indeed, it is Elmizadehâ€™s engagement with the metaphysical possibilities of the medium
as informed by twelfth-century Sufi cosmologies and their attendant mythologies that give the works their shapeshifting, ludic quality. Subtle Bodies provision the aesthetic experience itself; works like Canopy, or Diving
Messenger, enact what philosopher Gianni Vatimo describes as â€œthe breaches or openings through which something that is not a being or irreducible to a being comes forthâ€•. At their best, says Elmizadeh, these
works resist gravity by mirroring the weightless, flickering image of the imagination.Subtle Bodies is an exciting exploration of the deliberate and the aleatory, of the tension and play between painterly vision and the
demands and unpredictability of the canvas. Perhaps what underpins these images most of all is their expression of a historically and culturally situated ontological indeterminacy, one that importantly refuses the
abstracted self-referentiality of Western contemporary painting styles. Instead, Subtle Bodies offers up a pensive reflection on the liminality of existence, occasioned here by cross-cultural displacements, and thus
generously expands the sorely limited discursive and aesthetic frames through which we make meaning in the world.&#8211; Mel MikhailAzadeh Elmizadeh (b.1987, Tehran, Iran) is a visual artist based in Toronto who
works between painting and collage. She holds an MFA from the University of Guelph (2020) and a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from OCAD (2016) and Tehran University (2010). Elmizadeh has recently exhibited at
Birch Contemporary (Toronto, ON) and Boarding House Gallery (Guelph, ON).Link: Azadeh Elmizadeh at Franz KakaThe post Azadeh Elmizadeh at Franz Kaka first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Wanda
KoopVenue:Â Night Gallery, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â HeartBeat BotsDate: October 3 â€“ November 14, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Night Gallery, Los AngelesPress Release:Night Gallery is pleased to announce HeartBeat Bots, an exhibition of paintings by Wanda Koop. This is the artistâ€™s second solo exhibition at
Night Gallery.An ongoing series dating back to the mid-80s but exhibited for the first time, HeartBeat Bots reveals Koopâ€™s fascination with robotics and the post-human condition. The exhibition is anchored by a suite
of canvases depicting robotic subjects, anthropomorphic in appearance and situated within the conventions of portrait painting. All of the paintings were made in the artistâ€™s Riding Mountain studio, a remote setting
some 130 miles Northwest of her home in Winnipeg, Canada. Koopâ€™s paletteâ€”fluid strokes of neon pink and orange; vibrating fields of blueâ€”breathes life into her near-human robots. Loosely contained
assemblages of marks and color fields, these figures also conjure topography, their surfaces resembling landscapes of a planet that is neither alien nor familiar. Koop paints the human into machine and landscape
alike.This fluidity is central to HeartBeat Bots, where Koop has filled the gallery with fragments of the terrestrial. The procession of mechanized portrait sitters is threaded through with images of veiny trees, spider webs,
and a full moon pulsating above a reflective lake. Other works appear stripped of representational content, such as Breaking News (Colour Bar), a massive color field painting composed of a luminous yellow ground
resting above a strip of eight vertical bars. Parallel drips descend from the top of the canvas, cinching and swelling to resemble massive teardrops. Physical expressions of emotion, which the artist describes as
â€œcutting the surface,â€• extends to a body of paintings recently exhibited at the Dallas Museum of Art: eight monumental landscapes (two of which are included in HeartBeat Bots), similarly punctured by pairs of falling
â€œtears,â€• project an affective dimension of human psychology onto thinking machines. Just as robots are created by humans to fulfill a purpose, of her paintings Koop says: â€œIâ€™m making something that is
highly useful in a psychological way&#8230; that we see ourselves in it.â€•While viewers seek the familiar in these near-human forms, Koop, meanwhile, smuggles in forms of seeing that lie beyond our senses. The
exhibition includes one painting, Heartbeat Bot (Bleu), based on the symbol for facial recognition. â€œIt doesnâ€™t look like it, but itâ€™s there,â€• she asserts, in a subtle allusion to how AIâ€™s pattern recognition
surpasses ours. For many years now, the artist has considered the contingency of vision, as well as the effects of insensible energy, works that register â€œall that we canâ€™t see and that we canâ€™t feel, trying to
paint the unknown.â€• By making her brush vibrate, Koop creates lines that dissipate and dissolve, suggesting a force that moves through each individual canvas. â€œThis happens in the reflection of water, sound
waves&#8230; itâ€™s in the â€¨lines we see in stock market graphs, itâ€™s everywhere but we donâ€™t really see it, yet weâ€™re affected by it.â€•Over four decades, Koop has translated observation into poetic visual
articulation. Reflecting on a socially-isolated present, Koop recently came to the realization that nearly all of her work to date constitutes a practice of painting portraits of uncertainty: of the past, future and the present.
â€œLike the landscapes,â€• Koop explains, â€œthese are portraits of the everyperson: this construct of mask stripped bare, like an archetype of now.â€• Here, Koop deploys color and mark making to conjure forces of
energy, fusing representation and abstraction, seen and unseen, and emotional and artificial intelligences.Text by Nicholas BrownLink: Wanda Koop at Night GalleryThe post Wanda Koop at Night Gallery first appeared
on Contemporary Art Daily.This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Sky Hopinka at BroadwayMartine Syms at Sadie Colesâ€œCasparâ€• at Sgomento ZurigoPati Hill at Air de ParisL at Shoot the LobsterJulio GarcÃa
Aguilar at Parallel OaxacaYu Nishimura at CrÃ¨vecoeurYu Nishimura at KAYOKOYUKI and Komagome SOKOCiprian Muresan at HussenotDozie Kanu at Project Native InformantTimur Si-Qin at von ammon coThomas
Julier at Bureaucracy StudiesNine Lives at The Renaissance SocietyHave an exellent week.The post Week in Review: November 15, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Marwa Arsanios, Raven
Chacon, Bethany Collins, Tamar GuimarÃ£es, Kapwani Kiwanga, HÆ°Æ¡ng NgÃ´, Aliza Nisenbaum, Alison O&#8217;Daniel, Toyin Ojih Odutola, Charlotte Prodger, Elle PÃ©rezVenue:Â The Renaissance Society,
ChicagoExhibition Title:Â Nine LivesDate: September 12 â€“ November 15, 2020Curated By: Karsten Lund, Caroline PicardNote: An essay associated with the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull
gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of The Renaissance Society, Chicago. Photos by Useful Art Services.Press Release:Nine Lives takes shape around a diverse set
of protagonists, as if this exhibition were a collection of short stories or personal essays told from different points of view. These figuresâ€”whether real or imaginedâ€”come forward in the artworks, which offer intimate but
imperfect access to their respective lives. Each work holds the residual impression of a moment, a journey, an effort, or a thought, with varying degrees of legibility. As these individuals quietly occupy everyday settings or
navigate more extraordinary circumstances, larger dimensions also begin to emerge. While a notion of the self remains central to the exhibition, this self always moves in relation to society and history, with an ongoing
tension between public and private experience. Everyone is the main character in their own life story, but any single story overlaps with those being written or maintained by other people.Motifs of reading, writing, and
translating appear throughout the exhibition. These take familiar forms, such as books, newspapers, and documents from archives, but the artists are also thinking about these kinds of activities in more expansive ways:
how textiles can also be texts, for example, or how a musical score is waiting to be enacted. In bringing the work of eleven artists together, Nine Lives is weighing how stories are told, where they can be found, and what
their effects might be, both on a collective scale and within individual lives. Not all stories are told in the present tense and many follow us from the past, infusing daily life, as they are carried on through language and held
in our bodies. As such, some of the artists in Nine Lives, or their protagonists, also consider how traces of the past are interpreted or understood; they are developing new appraisals of history, as it is felt here and now,
and how it can be re-examined or rewritten.This exhibition is part of the Feminist Art Coalition, an expansive platform for projects inspired by feminist thought, experience, and action that will unfold at dozens of museums
around the country beginning in the fall of 2020. Informed by this backdrop, Nine Lives echoes various feminist legacies, especially artists and filmmakers who have explored what it is for women to tell their own stories or
to make space for narratives otherwise obstructed or unwritten. As feminist dialogues continue to evolve, Nine Lives embraces how these efforts have expanded to include greater multiplicities, geographies, and gender
identities.Link: Nine Lives at The Renaissance SocietyThe post Nine Lives at The Renaissance Society first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Thomas JulierVenue:Â Bureaucracy Studies, LausanneExhibition
Title:Â A Knife is a Bloody MetaphorDate: September 27 â€“ November 15, 2020Note: The press text for the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowï»¿Full gallery of images and link available after the
jump.Images:Video:ï»¿Thomas Julier, A Knife is a Bloody Metaphor, 2020, 4K rendered animation with audio, 03:28Images courtesy of Bureaucracy Studies, LausanneLink: Thomas Julier at Bureaucracy StudiesThe post
Thomas Julier at Bureaucracy Studies first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Timur Si-QinVenue:Â von ammon co, Washington DCExhibition Title:Â Take Me, I Love YouDate: October 17 â€“ November 15,
2020Note: Heaven is Sick, aÂ text written by the artistÂ is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of von ammon co,
Washington DCPress Release:I pray for strength like a tree.I pray for time like a mountain.I pray for forgiveness like a river. I pray for wisdom like the mother. I am already yours.&#8211; New Peace Open
PrayerWashington DC: von ammon co is pleased to announce its next solo show, â€‹Take Me, I Love You, â€‹by New York based German artist Timur Si-Qin. This full-scale show will be the first of its kind in the United
States, and will feature eleven new works by the artist, a combination of 3d printed sculptures, computer-generated landscapes and branded graphics from the artistâ€™s meta project: New Peace. Concurrent with the
exhibition, Si-Qin will release parts 1 and 2 of his new essay titled â€‹Heaven is Sick.New Peace is a proposal for a new form of spirituality in the face of global pandemics, climate change, and biodiversity collapse. The
legacy of agricultural religions of the West have led the world to an ecological precipice. The farming eschatology, particularly, of Christianity have promoted an extractive attitude towards nature. Westerners are raised to
regard Nature as a soul-less and limitless resource for humans, to use and to hold in dominionâ€”as given by God.On the other hand the global Indigenous worldview has always recognized Nature as inherently alive,
intelligent, symbiotic, and sacred. A
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